What does "commercial utilization outside of the National Lab" mean? What might that look like? 11 votes

Any news on non-NASA customers for Antares? 7 votes

Are there any women-owned businesses for space that are working current contracts with big companies? 6 votes

What infrastructure can the US government build to enable commercial space stations? 5 votes

What was the scope of the return to flight plan? What was required for design revision and system validation? 4 votes

Are there any previous models to having commercial industry take over ISS? 2 votes

Which current presidential candidates support NASA and the space industry? 1 vote

Can you provide some more detail on the status of Cygnus development? 1 vote

How would you address the problem of space debris? Enable a conversation among experts, for instance? 1 vote

We've heard some items were recovered from the Antares mishap. How much cargo was recovered and can any of it fly again? 1 vote